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Making the Most of a Maturing Market
Rapidly growing Diesel Exhaust Fluid market creates opportunities for pumps that can 

efficiently operate along the many points of the DEF supply chain

Introduction

Growth and innovation in industrial pump design and 
operation is oftentimes driven by outside forces. One 
of the more common of these forces is the creation of 
a new market. A recent example of this as it relates 
to new opportunities for transfer pumps was the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) announcement a 
decade ago that tougher new emission-control standards for 
all on-road vehicles were to be phased in from 2007-2010.

Specifically, all new on-road vehicles must now meet a 
tailpipe-emission standard of 0.2 grams of nitrogen oxide 
(NOx) per brake horsepower-hour (g/bhp-hr). This is a 
huge reduction in the amount of NOx and particulate 
matter that can be legally emitted into the atmosphere, 

especially considering that the standard was 5.0 g/bhp-hr 
in 1994 and still 1.2 g/bhp-hr as recently as 2007.

When the manufacturers of diesel-powered vehicles were 
looking for ways to make their vehicles compliant with 
the new emission-control regulations, they turned their 
gaze to Europe, where similar measures had been in place 
since the early 1990s. One of the most popular ways to 
control NOx emissions on European diesel vehicles was 
through the use of Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF), or as it 
was originally known in Europe, Aqueous Urea Solution 
32 (AUS 32), which is a urea-based chemical reactant 
consisting of 32.5% urea and 67.5% deionized water 
that is injected into the vehicle’s exhaust stream. The 
most common process for this injection is called Selective 
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The many loading, unloading and transfer points along the Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) production and supply chain are ideal for Blackmer’s new DEF Sliding Vane Pumps.
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Catalytic Reduction (SCR), where the exhaust is turned 
into harmless nitrogen and water vapor.

This commitment to DEF – which has been called “the 
largest addition to the motor-vehicle liquids marketplace 
in decades” – and its role in the SCR process as the main 
means for diesel-powered vehicles to meet the EPA’s new 
emission-control regulations has opened a new market 
in the United States. Though estimates vary, it’s safe to 
say that the amount of DEF that will be consumed in the 
U.S. by the year 2014 will be between 300 million and 
600 million gallons annually.

With the advent of this new DEF market comes the 
creation of a new supply chain, one that must be 
populated with enough DEF to keep every diesel-
powered vehicle on the road compliant with the EPA’s 
mandate. This article will show how advances in DEF-
specific pumping technology and its use in critical points 
along the supply chain will help optimize the availability 
of DEF to end-users who will rely on it to keep their 
diesel-powered fleets compliant.

The Challenge

Whenever a new motor-vehicle liquid enters the 
marketplace, the first responsibility of the companies 
that will develop equipment designed to produce and 
handle it is to identify the liquid’s characteristics. DEF 
has a number of unique characteristics that must be 
taken into consideration when transporting, storing or 
using it, including:

•	 Because of its water content, DEF freezes below 
12ºF (-11ºC), meaning it must be protected from 
extreme cold during storage

•	 When DEF freezes, it goes from a liquid state directly 
to a solid with no intermediate “slushiness” stage

•	 DEF can freeze and thaw with no resulting 
degradation of the urea solution

•	 It is stable at storage temperatures up to 84ºF 
(29ºC); exposing DEF to heat above 90ºF (32ºC) 
will decrease its useable shelf life

•	 When exposed to air, the water in DEF will 
evaporate and produce crystallized urea, which can 
harm the vehicle’s SCR unit, as well as any transfer 
or pump components

•	 DEF cannot become contaminated at any point 
during its handling; if it does, the SCR system 
can be compromised, which could lead to such 
problems as engine failure on the vehicle

With that said, the most important of DEF’s characteristics 
for pump manufacturers to be aware of is its incompatibility 
to a number of materials that are commonly used in 
the automotive-liquid supply chain. Namely, DEF is 
incompatible with aluminum, bronze, carbon steel, 
copper, iron, nickel and zinc. On the other hand, stainless 
steel, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), fluorocarbon and 
composite plastics like polyethylene or PVC have proven to 
be compatible with DEF’s corrosive properties.

Another major consideration for the pump manufacturer 
who is creating equipment for handling DEF is becoming 
familiar with the points along the supply chain where 
pumping equipment is necessary. As the DEF market in 
the U.S. begins to grow and mature, the production-and-
supply process, as well as the specific roles that pumps 
play in it, is becoming more well-defined:

•	 Tanker trucks and railcars deliver urea and 
deionized water to chemical plants where the 
components are blended together to create DEF

•	 The newly produced DEF is transported by truck or 
railcar to a terminal storage location

•	 At the storage terminal, the DEF is pumped 
into various types of packages, generally some 
combination of 330-gallon IBC totes, 55-gallon 
drums and two-gallon bottles

•	 These packages are then delivered to retail 
fueling centers, automotive-product retailers and 
maintenance repair shops

•	 In some cases, DEF is transported via tanker truck 
to retail fueling sites (most commonly, at this point 
in the DEF market’s development, large truck stops) 
where it is transferred into DEF dispensers that are 
similar to gasoline/diesel pumps and made available 
for purchase by the public

The Solution

Two crucial pressure points in the supply chain where 
transfer pumps can help optimize DEF-handling 
operations are from the production plant to the storage 
terminal, and when the DEF is transferred at the 
terminal location into the various types of packaging. 
To aid the DEF producer, transporter and packager, 
Blackmer®, Grand Rapids, MI, USA, has created a 
series of positive displacement sliding vane pumps that 
not only meet DEF’s product-handling needs, but have 
also been designed to be materially compatible with its 
corrosive nature. Additionally, they offer energy-efficient 
operation that will help keep energy costs under control.

continued on page 34
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Blackmer also took great pains to ensure that all of its 
DEF-handling pumps are designed and manufactured 
to meet ISO standard 22241-3:2008, which is titled 
“Diesel Engines: NOx reduction agent AUS32.” All of 
Blackmer’s DEF pumps will meet or exceed that ISO 
specification, which includes a list of recommended 
and not recommended materials of construction. The 
22241-3:2008 standard also communicates the level of 
cleanliness that must be attained for wetted surfaces that 
come in contact with DEF during the transfer process in 
order to avoid product contamination.

When the DEF is taken from the production plant to the 
storage terminal, it is generally by either railcar, which 
can transport anywhere from 10,000 to 15,000 gallons 
(37,854-56,781 liters) of DEF at a time, or transport 
truck, which can carry loads ranging from 6,000 to 
8,000 gallons (22,713-30,283 liters). At the terminal, 
the DEF needs to be offloaded quickly, at rates up to 250 
gallons per minute (947 liters per minute).

Taking all of those operational demands into 
consideration, Blackmer has created the STX3-DEF 
Series Sliding Vane Pump. The 3-inch STX3-DEF pump 
can deliver flow rates up to 250 gpm at speeds of 800 
rpm and differential pressures up to 125 psi (8.6 bar). 
This means that a 6,000-gallon transport truck can be 
unloaded in as little as 24 minutes. The pump’s sliding-
vane principle of operation also makes it better for 
these types of operations than, say, centrifugal-pump 
technology because the design allows it to easily prime 

continued from page 9

and pull a vacuum, which centrifugal pumps have a 
harder time doing, especially when dealing with piping 
configurations that have a restricted inlet or long runs. 
The STX3-DEF pump is also constructed of stainless 
steel, which makes it highly compatible with DEF.

When considering DEF transfer from storage tanks 
into IBC totes, drums and jugs, Blackmer developed 
the STX1220ADEF Series Sliding Vane Pump. The 
STX1220A-DEF pumps, which have no pushrods, run at 
speeds up to 1,200 rpm and can deliver flow rates from 
49 to 92 gpm (186-348 L/min), which is the “sweet spot” 
during package-filling operations. Some diesel haulers are 
also dedicating a storage compartment on their straight 
delivery trucks for DEF and mounting STX1220A-DEF 
pumps on them so they can deliver a load of DEF to a 
fueling site when they are making a fuel delivery. Like 
their STX3-DEF counterparts, the STX1220A-DEF 
models are constructed solely of stainless steel, can handle 
differential pressures up to 125 psi (8.6 bar) and can be 
used in temperatures up to 240ºF (115ºC).

Blackmer is also finalizing the development of its newest 
offering for the DEF-handling market – the STX2-DEF 
Series Sliding Vane Pump. The STX2 is a 2-inch pump 
that will be similar to the STX1220A, with one notable 
exception: it is designed with pushrods so that it can 
run at slower speeds, making it ideal for package-filling 
operations that require flow rates between 25 and 30 
gpm (95-114 L/min). The design of the STX2-DEF pump 
also means that it can be used with higher-viscosity 

Blackmer STX3-DEF Sliding Vane Pump Blackmer STX1220A-DEF Sliding Vane Pump
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fluids, which opens it up for use in other non-DEF 
markets down the road.

All of Blackmer’s STX-DEF pump models can be 
powered by a base-mounted electric drive, diesel motor, 
truck-mounted power take-off (PTO) or hydraulic 
drive, and they are equipped with a double-ended 
straight-keyed drive shaft that allows either clockwise or 
counterclockwise rotation.

Conclusion

Though the exact size of the DEF market in the United 
States in future years is impossible to predict, there’s no 
question that the EPA’s new emission-control regulations, 
combined with most diesel-vehicle manufacturers 
choosing SCR as the best way to satisfy those regulations, 
leave no doubt that the DEF market will continue to 
grow. Playing a pivotal role in this growth are the pumps 
that will be used to deliver raw materials, transfer finished 
products to storage locations and fill various types of 
packages for eventual use by the end-user.

Recognizing the potential in this new market, Blackmer 
has made a commitment to developing the types of pumps 
that will find a use at all points in the DEF production-
and-supply chain. Blackmer has used its more than 100 
years of experience in pump manufacture, as well as the 
tried-and-true qualities of the sliding-vane operating 
principle, to create a series of transfer pumps that are not 
only compatible with DEF’s unique characteristics, but 
able to operate in a fashion that is both energy-efficient 
and costeffective for the end-user.

Lubrication Solutions Inc   

has developed unique Diesel Exhaust 

Fluid, fuel and lube systems that pro-

vide customers with solutions from bulk 

dispensing and transferring to end-user 

dispensing.  These solutions include 

bulk tanks, bulk transferring and dis-

pensing equipment, monitoring sys-

tems, level indicators, pumps, nozzles, 

hoses, installation of the equipment and 

a multitude of other equipment.  LSI is 

the one stop shop for DEF, fuel and lube 

equipment.  Whether you are a manu-

facturer or jobber who has a need for 

custody transfer applications requiring 

Weights & Measures approved accura-

cy, LSI has the right fit for the right price 

for your customers.  In combination with 

Liquid Controls, Hannay, Ingresoll Rand, 

AMT (Groman-Rupp pumps), Micro-

Matic, PIUSI and Tecalemit, LSI has de-

signed state of the art equipment that 

will deliver consistent, error-free, de-

pendable service.    

DEF PRO 5000 Weights & Measures Diesel Exhaust Fluid Market 
As new vehicles equipped with SCR 

technology roll off the line, the need 

for DEF is increasing daily.  LSI is posi-

tioned to provide a complete solution 

for your DEF needs.  In addition to our 

market-tested DEF dispensing, meter-

ing and monitoring systems, we  carry 

a broad range of end-user equipment. 

DEF PRO 6000  

DEF ALL IN ONE SYSTEMS 

500, 750, 1000  gallons 

110v  Plug and Play 
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1809 Century Avenue SW
Grand Rapids, MI 49503-1530
USA
+1 (616) 241-1611
www.blackmer.com

“ Blackmer DEF pumps get the job done 
each and every time, ensuring material 
compatibility, optimized performance, 
reliability and low maintenance.” 

Contact your authorized Blackmer distributor today.

Process Energy Military & Marine

Concerned

Jerry Brenner, Co-Owner, Brenner Oil
Holland, MI, USA

STX-DEF Series 
Sliding Vane Pumps

Where Innovatio
n Flows.

DEF
 Contamination?

About

Blackmer STX-DEF series pumps assure material 
compatibility, optimized productivity, improved safety 
and environmental protection.

•	 316	stainless-steel	construction

•	 Superior	design	characteristics	of	sliding	vane	
technology: sustained high-performance, trouble-free 
operation and fast fluid offloading

•	 Meets	ISO	22241	material	standards	and	cleanliness	
specifications required for DEF applications
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